Make Germany a part of your international research career!

The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation and the Joachim Herz Stiftung jointly award research fellowships to scientists from Turkey.

Submit your own project to apply for a Humboldt Research Fellowship and conduct research at a self-chosen host institution in Germany. Fellows are selected based on their scientific qualifications; there are no quotas for specific disciplines.

Your fellowship will entitle you to up to 3,150 EUR a month plus additional benefits such as comprehensive family allowances, German lessons and a travel allowance. You will become a member of the global network of the Humboldt Foundation and benefit from individual alumni sponsorship after your stay in Germany, designed to support your further collaboration with specialist colleagues in Germany.

As part of a joint initiative to foster German-Turkish academic exchange, the Joachim Herz Stiftung will be funding additional fellowships in the natural sciences until 2016. Recipients of these fellowships will be given the opportunity to network across disciplines with fellows of other programmes of the foundation. In addition, the Joachim Herz Stiftung supports events in Turkey that promote academic collaboration between the two countries and specialist exchange in the natural sciences.

For detailed information, please visit: www.humboldt-foundation.de/humboldtfellowship

Fellowships for post-doctoral researchers
- 2,650 EUR per month
- doctoral degree within the last four years
- research stay in Germany: 6 – 24 months

Fellowships for experienced researchers
- 3,150 EUR per month
- doctoral degree within the last twelve years
- research stay in Germany: 6 – 18 months, can be divided into three stays